Let a, b and n be positive integers with a > b. In this note, we prove that
Introduction
Let Z denote the set of all integers. In 2009, Bober [1] determined all cases such that (
where a s = b t for all s, t, a s = b t and gcd(a 1 , . . . , a k , b 1 , . . . , b k+1 ) = 1.
Recently, Z.-W. Sun [12, 13] studied divisibility properties of binomial coefficients and obtained some interesting results. For example, 2(2n + 1) 2n n 6n 3n 3n n ,
Later, Guo and Krattenthaler (see [5, 7] ) got some similar divisibility results.
For related results, one can refer to [2] - [4] and [8] - [11] .
3n n 2(2n + 1)
2n n and t n = 15n 5n
In [6] , Guo proved the following Sun's conjectures. 
In this note, we give the proof of this conjecture. 
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For an integer n and a prime p, we write p k n if p k |n and p k+1 ∤ n. We use
where ⌊x⌋ denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x.
Before the proof of Theorem 1, we give the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let x and y be two real numbers. Then ⌊2x⌋ + ⌊y⌋ ≥ ⌊x⌋ + ⌊x − y⌋ + ⌊2y⌋ .
Proof. Noting that 2x + y = x + (x − y) + 2y, we only need to prove that {2x} + {y} ≤ {x} + {x − y} + {2y}, where {z} denotes the fractional part of z. We can prove it by comparing {x} and {y} with 1/2. We leave the proof to the reader.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let
By (1), for any prime p, we have
By Lemma 1, it follows that each term of ν p (T (a, b, n)) is nonnegative.
Since gcd(2bn + 1, 2bn + 3) = 1, it suffices to prove that
Now we first prove the latter part. Suppose that p α 2bn + 3 with α ≥ 1.
Then we shall prove
Let p β a − b and p γ 3a − b with β ≥ 0 and γ ≥ 0. Write τ = max{β, γ}. (2) clearly holds. Now we assume α > τ .
Suppose that p ≥ 5. Next we prove
for i = τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . , α. Noting that p|2bn + 3 and p ≥ 5, we have gcd(p, n) = 1. Otherwise, we have p|3, a contradiction.
Take an integer i ∈ {τ + 1, τ + 2, . . . , α}. Then 2bn
. Now we divide into several cases according to the value of an (mod p i ).
Case 1. an ≡ t (mod p i ) with 0 ≤ t < (p i − 3)/2. It follows that 2an ≡ 2t (mod p i ) and 0 ≤ 2t < p i − 3. We also have
Since gcd(p, n) = 1, we have p i |a − b. However, p β a − b and β ≤ τ < i, a contradiction.
By gcd(p, n) = 1, we have p i |3a − b. This contradicts p γ 3a − b and γ < i.
We also have
Therefore, ν p (T (a, b, n)) ≥ α − τ , and then
That is, (2) holds. Now we deal with the case p = 3. If 9|n, then 3|2bn + 3 and 9 ∤ 2bn + 3.
It follows that α = 1, and then (2) 
